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Abstract 
Tensegrity structures are composed of cables and struts that become stable through self stress. 
They are good candidates for implementation of active structural control because their 
flexibility may mean that they cannot meet serviceability criteria. Changes to the self stress 
influence the form of the structure. A reliable closed-form solution for obtaining control 
commands for telescopic compression elements in order to obtain a required shape does not 
exist for such a closely coupled and geometrically non-linear structure. Simulating the 
structural behavior after all possible control commands and testing against constraints and the 
objective function requires computational times that grow exponentially with the number of 
actuators. This paper demonstrates that search time can be reduced through use of stochastic 
search methods and that incrementally storing successfully applied control commands in a 
case-based reasoning system increases performance during service lives (learning). Such 
results demonstrate that enhancing control with advanced computing methods provides 
opportunities for innovative structures. 
Introduction 
Although active structures may increase load-carrying range, they have mainly been 
conceived to protect structures against earthquakes and to enhance occupant comfort under 
high wind loading. Ensuring control reliability over long return periods is difficult and 
expensive. Combining innovative structures, such as tensegrities, with active structural 
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control of serviceability criteria involves new challenges and interesting opportunities. 
Tensegrities are a subclass of cable structures, where compression members are held apart by 
a network of tension members. The main distinction from traditional cable structures is that 
tensile forces are not necessarily anchored. Instead, they are equilibrated by self-stress states. 
Variations of self stress are used to control the shape of a tensegrity structure under loading 
(Fest et al. 2003). Although deflections of a tensegrity with a given geometry and loading can 
be calculated, doing the inverse to obtain control commands for telescopic bars to satisfy a 
form objective is much more difficult. 
While tensegrities have been an area of interest for researchers for some time (Motro 1992; 
Williamson and Skelton 1998), their precise definition is still controversial. The most recent 
definition has been given by Motro and Raducanu (2001): 
“A tensegrity is a system in a stable, self-equilibrated state that contains a discontinuous 
set of components in compression inside a network of components in tension.” 
Designing tensegrities is not a routine task in structural engineering. Design codes and 
guidelines are incomplete. Two additional challenges are: 
• Form-finding. The initial equilibrium position of the self-stressed structure has to be 
determined by either experimental or analytical methods before analysis. This process 
is called form-finding. 
• Geometrical non-linearity. The assumption of small deflections is not usually valid. 
Therefore, equilibrium conditions have to be formulated using the geometry of the 
deformed structure. 
Dynamic Relaxation is the most attractive analysis method for tensile and tensegrity 
structures (Barnes 1977). It is capable of modeling nonlinear geometric and material behavior. 
This iterative method traces the motion of structural nodes until the nodes converge to a 
equilibrium state. Therefore form-finding and analysis are carried out together. Furthermore 
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for cable structures, calculations are performed rapidly when compared to more usual 
methods since no matrix inversion is required. 
Recently, Murakami (Murakami 2001a; Murakami 2001b) presented equations for static and 
dynamic analysis of tensegrities. A nonlinear dynamic analysis methodology is described in 
(Kahla et al. 2000). Sultan et al. (2002) provided formulations and an analytical basis for 
dynamic analysis of tensegrity structures. Node friction is identified as the source of 
inaccuracies during simulation. Although analytical results are presented, they have not been 
validated on a full-scale structure. 
Averseng et al. (2002) demonstrate a methodology to calibrate a tensegrity grid such that a 
targeted self-stress state is attained. Results are verified on a physical model. The impact of 
geometrical non-linear behavior is neglected. This paper is one of the rare cases where 
simulated behavior is compared with the real behavior of tensegrity structures. Oppenheim 
and Williams (2001) relate the non-linear stiffening of a three-bar tensegrity structure to 
applied torque. They state that vibrations of such a system cannot be suppressed by prestress 
or by active control. A further observation is that additional friction effects exist mainly at the 
joints in real systems. 
Variations of self-stress of tensegrities change their form. This property can be used for 
structural control purposes in order to adapt the structure to changing environments. Djouadi 
et al. (1998) discuss optimal control strategies to tensegrity structures. Weight matrices used 
in this approach are difficult to determine. During simulations, damping of structural 
vibrations is the control objective. The system is controlled by virtually changing the bar and 
cable lengths. No experimental verification of this approach has been reported. Also 
constraints that limit cable stresses are not introduced. 
Sultan (1999) also proposes a formulation for tensegrity structure control. The control 
application is illustrated using the example of an aircraft motion simulator. The goal is to 
minimize error between deployment path and equilibrium path. This is a conventional control 
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approach for deployable structures. To derive equations, multiple mechanical effects are 
neglected. No verification on a full-scale structure has demonstrated that the assumed 
linearizations are appropriate. 
Skelton (2000) concludes that since only small amounts of energy are needed to change the 
shape of tensegrity structures, they are advantageous for active control. Proposed applications 
are airplane wings and for microsurgery. Active components in these proposals are cables. 
 
This paper describes a study of a unique tensegrity structure that contains telescopic 
compression members and is actively controlled using advanced computing methods. 
Behavior and control aspects are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the application of 
case-base reasoning to improve performance of the control system and Section 4 contains test 
results related to various aspects of case based reasoning. The most important demonstration 
in this section is that the structure learns through incremental addition of cases obtained 
during previous loading events. 
Behavior and control of a tensegrity structure 
Tensegrities have been analyzed in many ways. While all proposed methods have appropriate 
uses, applications to full-scale structures reveal additional challenges. Some assumptions 
(mainly linearizations) have not been validated experimentally. Also model accuracy may not 
be sufficient for applications related to active structures. This section summarizes previous 
work at EPFL. This work has involved the construction of a full-scale tensegrity structure 
(Figure 1) and an initial validation of the control methodology (Etienne Fest, personal 
communication,  1999). 
Figure 1 The initial three-module structure 
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The computational model has been compared with measurements (Yann Perelli, personal 
communication 2000). Non-linear behavior precludes linear superposition even for small 
control movements, see Figure 2. The use of an influence matrix and superposition leads to 
inaccurate predictions of the ability of strut adjustments adjustment to correct for slope 
deviations, noted as “response error” in Figure 2. 
Figure 2  Non-linear behavior during strut adjustments, from Fest et al (2003)  
 
Modeling inaccuracies due to joint friction may lead to divergent behavior during active 
structural control. A hybrid method that increases accuracy of dynamic relaxation results by a 
subsequent neural network run has successfully been tested with two different structural 
configurations (Domer et al. 2003). The neural network was trained to compensate for effects 
that are not included in the computational model. Figure 3 shows the results of the most 
successful network configuration. Values above unity on the vertical axis represent accuracy 
increases. 
Figure 3 Using a neural network to increase accuracy of the computational model. 
 
Inspired by an initial design of the design office Passera and Pedretti,  Fest (2002) designed 
and constructed a modular full-scale tensegrity structure equipped with telescopic bar devices 
for active structural control. Each module consists of 24 cables and six bars. Bars meet at the 
center of a module at the central node. In the latest version, a five-module structure has been 
constructed, see Figure 4. 
Figure 4 Five-module tensegrity structure without actuators on the struts 
 
Two bars of each module have been motorized to be coupled with the control system. The 
control system thus acts on a total of ten motorized telescopic bars in the five module 
structure, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Active control components 
 
A serviceability criterion requiring a constant slope from the region of node 43 to the line 
marked by the nodes 37 and 48 is the control objective. Figure 6 shows a plan view of the 
structure. The chain lines indicate a triangle with these nodes at vertices. Telescopic bars are 
shown using thick continuous lines. Circled node numbers are loaded nodes, boxed node 
numbers are nodes used for the distance metric that is described in a subsequent section 
(Equation 3.1).  
Figure 6 Five-module structure with loaded nodes and controlled struts; A, B, and C are 
supports 
 
The control objective means that the initial slope parameter under dead load of the system, 
named slopeinitial in Figure 7, is maintained constant. The constant, 100, in this slope 
parameter is a magnification factor. The real slope would require division by the distance 
between Node 43 and the line joining nodes 37 and 48. Since this value is a constant for all 
tests, it was omitted from the calculations. The cost-function (Equation 2-1) uses this value. 
Figure 7 Control objective 
Cost = slopeinitial - 
2
100 374843
hhh +−⋅       (2-1) 
The values, h43, h48, and h37, are the vertical positions of nodes 43, 48 and 37 respectively. 
There is no closed-form solution for determining bar movements using required slope as 
input. Also iterative gradient search methods are not reliable since many local minima are 
present and their occurrence is amplified by the closely coupled non-linear behavior of 
tensegrity systems. As a result, commands are generated and this is followed by a structural 
analysis and finally, a test of the requirements (generate, analyze and test). Testing all 
possibilities is not possible due to the combinatorial nature of the task. For example, for 0.1 
mm increments of movement over 50mm, ten actuators have 50010 control possibilities. Even 
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when structural analyses take 0.1 seconds (making each complete iteration take up to 0.3 
seconds) all possibilities could require 9.3 x 1016 centuries to generate, analyze and test. 
Stochastic search is useful for such situations. Simulated annealing was initially tested as a 
stochastic search method to find good control commands. Such commands compensated 
deflections caused by external loading (Fest et al. 2003). A definition of search is given in 
(Leake 2001): 
Search is a process of formulating and examining alternatives. It starts with an initial 
state, a set of candidate actions, and criteria for identifying the goal state. […] Starting 
from the initial state, the search process selects actions to transform that state into new 
states, which themselves are transformed into more new states, until a goal state is 
generated. 
Although one objective of search is to converge as fast as possible to the optimal value, 
another is to visit a sufficient number of candidate solutions to avoid local minima. 
Salama et al. (1993) proposed the use of stochastic search in conjunction with a structural 
control task. Although the method used (simulated annealing) identified a set of good control 
commands, the cost of the analytical solution differed significantly from the measured 
response of the actively controlled system. Control movements induced deflections that were 
in the magnitude of microns. These deflections were the result of structural non-linear 
behavior. The linear model used to evaluate the objective function encountered inaccuracies 
during the search process. 
Shea et al. (2002) proposed a system for intelligent structural control of tensegrity structures, 
see Figure 8. 
Figure 8 Schema for intelligent structural control of tensegrity systems, from Shea et al 
(2002) 
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This paper provides details of the implementation as well as experimental verification of a 
limited number of elements in this schema. 
Comparison of different search techniques applied to the same task exist (Connor and Shea 
2000; El-Beltagy and Keane 1999; Manoharan and Shanmuganathan 1999). Nevertheless, 
advantages are not task independent. Wolpert and Mcready (1997) propose the “No Free 
Lunch Theorem” for optimization algorithms that do not use problem-specific tuning. This 
theorem states that algorithms that perform well for one class of tasks do not necessarily 
produce good results for other classes. Generally, no one algorithm is best for all classes. 
Therefore, engineering studies are needed in a range of applications to determine the most 
suitable match between algorithm and task. Techniques for identifying  control commands 
were studied by Domer (Domer 2003; Domer et al. 2003) who compared the following 
algorithms: 
• Simulated annealing 
• Probabilistic Global Search Lausanne (PGSL) 
• Genetic algorithms (GAs) 
Simulated annealing stems from the analogy of cooling metals. Temperature schedules are 
used to control the arrangement of atoms during their crystallization process. It is a step-wise 
technique that allows moves to inferior solutions and is therefore able to overcome local 
minima (Dowsland 1995). PGSL is a newly developed technique and is based on the 
assumption that sets of better values are more likely to be found in the neighborhood of sets of 
good values and, therefore, intensifies search in regions that contain sets of good solutions. 
Search is driven by probability density functions. Gradients are not required (Raphael and 
Smith 2003). Genetic algorithms are inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution. It observes that 
nature produced highly adapted creatures over a long process and only the fittest had the 
possibility to reproduce themselves (Goldberg 1989).  
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Figure 9 Best-so-far curve load case 2 
 
Figure 9 shows typical convergence behavior. Several iterations may be necessary before 
good solutions are identified. The success of this search does not necessarily require solutions 
that are near to 0. It may not be possible to counteract completely all deflections within the 
constraints of this task. Furthermore, the usual inaccuracies between behavioral models and 
real behavior often do not justify the computational cost of a theoretically better solution that 
provides improvements below a practical threshold. Such tradeoffs help determine the most 
appropriate levels of accuracy. 
Employing stochastic search to find good control solutions provides flexibility regarding 
control objectives and constraints since they can easily be changed. Nevertheless, calculation 
and search time is still in the region of hours and this is too long even for applications in 
quasi-static control. Although calculation and search time decreases with more powerful 
computers, the exponential computational complexity of the control task precludes attaining 
acceptable times through increases in computer speed. This means, for example, that adding 
modules, telescopic bars, new or multiple control objectives increases demand for 
computational power much faster than expected increases in processor speed. 
Case-based reasoning for control 
Case-based reasoning methodology 
Case-based reasoning systems (CBR) build on the observation that previous experience is 
useful. Humans solve new situations by first searching their memory for similar tasks they 
have successfully solved in the past. Retrieved solutions are then adapted (Kolodner 1993, 
Leake 1996). The core component of case-based reasoning systems is the case-base, where 
past experience is stored.  
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Cases are stored as pairs of task-solution descriptions. An interesting characteristic of CBR-
systems is that by storing successful cases in the case-base, they improve performance over 
time. However, by storing more and more cases in the case-base, the administrative overhead 
increases and system performance subsequently decreases without increasing competence. 
Key tasks in the development of a case-based reasoning system include the following 
activities: 
• Design of the case-base 
• Choice of similarity measurement for case retrieval 
• Selection of  the case adaptation methodology 
• Development of case management strategies 
Case-base design involves the choice of representation techniques and case memory 
organization. Several representation schemes are available. If cases are used for human 
browsing alone, text and image representations are sufficient. However, if cases need to be 
adapted automatically, representations need to accommodate the requirements of adaptation 
code. A simple representation involves a fixed set of attributes and values similar to that in a 
relational database. Object representations containing decompositions and abstraction 
hierarchies are also common. 
Case memory organization affects efficiency and ease of retrieval. A flat list organization is 
sufficient for relatively small case-bases. Hierarchical organizations improve the efficiency of 
retrieval when the size of a case-base increases. Clustering also speeds up retrieval. A more 
in-depth review of these techniques is provided by Kumar and Raphael (2001).  
When the set of attributes is fixed and when a single value is possible for each attribute, cases 
may be stored in a relational database. This is advantageous because relational database 
systems offer efficient information storage and retrieval. 
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Case-based reasoning system 
This section describes a case-based reasoning system that helps identify good control 
solutions for the tensegrity structure. The following modules were implemented: 
Retrieval 
Adaptation 
Application 
Maintenance 
 
Figure 10 Screenshot of the Retrieval module 
 
During retrieval, successfully solved control-tasks are compared with the current task, see 
Figure 10. A set of cases ranked by their degree of similarity is proposed for adaptation. After 
choosing the case to adapt, adaptation offers a choice of three stochastic search techniques to 
converge to a new control-command. Use of the same stochastic search techniques to adapt 
cases was not envisaged in the original schema proposed by Shea et al (2002), Figure 8. 
Maintenance is linked with retrieval of similar cases. With a growing case-base, the number 
of cases that require comparison with the current task increases and each similarity calculation 
slows case retrieval time. Comparing only relevant cases reduces the total number of 
comparisons, thereby increasing performance. The maintenance module groups cases in 
clusters, employing k-means clustering (Anderberg 1973). After calculating the distance 
between the current control task and the centroid of each cluster, only cases around the 
nearest cluster are considered during retrieval. 
Similarity measurement and retrieval 
The first phase in the use of a CBR-system involves finding cases close to the current 
situation. Since the probability of retrieving an exact match is usually low, the solution part of 
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a similar case has to be adapted. The challenge of developing procedures for similarity 
measurement includes 
• Identifying the case features/properties which are essential for similarity 
• Selecting a similarity metric to be employed. 
Sometimes case-descriptions are mapped to numerical values for retrieval. In the scope of this 
work, such a mapping is not necessary since numerical values of the same type are being 
compared. Attributes chosen for comparison are 
• Nodal displacements 
• Strut positions. 
An assumption of such retrieval is that a successful set of control commands can be re-used 
for the same state and load case of the structure. 
  
To avoid additional complexity, structural properties of the task description that have to 
correspond exactly to the stored task are 
• Number and arrangement of tensegrity modules 
• Geometry of a tensegrity module 
• Location and type of supports 
• Materials  
Only exact matches to the above attributes are proposed for case adaptation. As the exact 
detection of place and magnitude of loads might be too complex in practical situations, nodal 
displacement measurements are used to identify similar cases. Comparison of displacements 
employs the following “nearest neighbor” distance metric: 
Distance ∑ −
=
=
d
i
i yxw iiYX
1
22 )(),(      (3-1) 
wi weight factor for the ith attribute, set to 1 for all attributes in this study. X and Y represent 
measured and stored nodal coordinates of a case. 
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For most applications, the number of measurements is limited. Selecting nodes to be used in 
the distance metric (Equation 3-1) involved simulating structural behavior for multiple load 
cases and choosing the nodes with the most significant overall displacements. 
Selected nodes are identified by a circle. A verification process checked the metric. The 
comparison of telescopic bar positions evaluates always to ‘0’ for the tests described in this 
paper since stored solutions have been obtained by starting the optimization from the initial 
‘0’ bar position. 
Description of the test case-base 
To test the methodology on the structure and using the control setup, a reference case-base 
was employed. Table 1 presents cases created for single node loading and Table 2 cases for 
loading on two nodes. Initial costs are also calculated with Equation 2-1 for each task.  
Table 1 Single node loading with initial costs; for node numbers see Figure 6 
 
Table 2 Loading on two nodes with initial costs; for node numbers see Figure 6 
 
Solutions are found through optimization employing the PGSL algorithm. The threshold value 
was set to 1. This is a trade-off between measurement accuracy, which has been evaluated to 
have a value of approximately 20 (Fest 2002) and the objective to have a sufficiently long 
iterative period of search for algorithm comparison. Three runs have been launched and each 
time the system produced three distinct solutions for each control task. Cells shaded in gray in 
Tables 1 and 2 are control tasks that have been evaluated on the structure. These cases will be 
re-used for testing the CBR system; they have been chosen on the basis that initial costs 
should be ≥ 400. 
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Evaluation of case-base reasoning 
Test description 
Tests on a three module structure (Domer, 2003) with a similar control objective led to the 
decision to test the following techniques for case-adaptation: 
• PGSL 
• Genetic algorithms (GAs)  
Since each adaptation process has been carried out 3 times; the results of the best solutions 
have been plotted. Four test series are described below: 
Series 1: The potential of CBR to improve performance.  This test is similar to those made 
on the three-module structure. Performance of “pure” optimization using PGSL is compared 
with case-based reasoning using PGSL and GAs for adaptation. 
 
Series 2: GAs for “pure” optimization as well as GAs for adaptation In Series 1, the 
impact of using genetic algorithms to adapt cases from a similar task is compared with pure 
optimization using PGSL. This is comparison of adaptation results with pure optimization 
employing GAs. 
 
Series 3: Clustering to assist case maintenance.  The way cases are organized in a case-base 
influences efficacy of retrieval. K-means clustering is tested as methodology to decrease 
retrieval time. 
 
Series 4: Performance enhancement over time. By adding good cases to the case-base, 
adaptation performance is expected to increase. The influence of case-base size is also 
studied. 
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Series 1: Potential of CBR for performance improvement 
Best-so-far curves are used to compare performance. In general, adaptation employing genetic 
algorithms converged faster than pure optimization. PGSL performed better than any other 
adaptation technique in every tested case. 
A representative comparison of pure optimization with optimization employing different 
starting interval limitations is given in Figure 11. Starting interval limitations are the 
allowable bounds on variable values when search starts from a previous solution (case). 100% 
is the variable range that would be used in a search task that did not employ a case. The GA 
does worse that all PGSL options when adapting cases. 
Figure 11 Comparison of pure optimization, a GA and PGSL with different starting interval 
limitations 
 
Series 2: GAs for all search tasks 
Although the genetic algorithm converges faster in some situations, this does not indicate that 
they performed better at adaptation than pure optimization involving genetic algorithms. In 
many cases, the number of iterations needed is observed to be the same for adaptation and 
pure optimization. The same behavior is observed for some tasks. For other tasks, adaptation 
performed even worse than pure optimization. This indicates that GAs are not as 
advantageous for adaptation as PGSL. 
Series 3: Testing clustering to assist case maintenance  
Preliminary tests indicated that retrieval and thereby the process of calculating case distances 
might outweigh computational time needed for adaptation. Clustering cases to limit the 
number of cases to be examined during retrieval is proposed to speed up this process. 
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Different numbers of clusters have been evaluated on the set of cases present in the reference 
case-base. As quality criterion to identify good clustering, the Calinski-Harabasz criterion 
(CH) has been employed (Legendre 2001). 
[ ]
[ ])/()1(
)1/(
2
2
KnR
KRCH
−−
−
=   
SST
SSESSTR −=2    (3-2) 
 SST:  total sum of squared distances to the overall centroid 
 SSE:  sum of squared distances of the objects to their own centroids 
 The criterion has to be calculated for different values of K. Large values indicate a good 
clustering. The three most promising ones, K=5, K=35 and K=100, have been tested for cases 
marked in gray in Table 1 and Table 2. Results are given in Table 2. Control tasks are 
identified by the magnitude of load and the nodes where the load is attached. For example, 
control task “215_39&48” means that a load of 215 N acts on node 39 and 48. 
Table 2 Results for different values of K 
 
Time decreased significantly for K=5. Retrieved cases are identical with those retrieved for 
K=0. More precisely: without decreasing retrieval quality, clustering resulted in a speed up by 
a factor of 3. With a value of K=35, results are still excellent: in most cases, at least the first 
one or two cases proposed were still the same. A supplementary speed up by the factor of 
three has been obtained. For K=100, retrieval quality decreased further without increases in 
speed. 
Series 4: Performance enhancement over time 
Compared with pure optimization, performance increases are observed when adapting good 
solutions close to the current task. In practical situations, these solutions are added to the case-
base after validation on the structure. By constantly adding good cases, the case-base 
reasoning system is able to improve performance over time. 
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A growing cases-base is simulated through studying the performance of the system using 
different case-base sizes. Case-base I might represent a system at the beginning of its learning 
process; whereas case-base V could be close to a system that has already solved multiple 
cases and can be considered to be “more mature” (Table 4). 
Table 4 Test case bases 
Case-base sizes in-between have been obtained by deleting four cases in each step while 
descending from case-base V to case-base I. PGSL has been used for all adaptation processes. 
Results are plotted in graphs that compare the different stages of the growing case-base and 
pure optimization regarding iterations needed to attain a best state. When increasing case-base 
size results in fewer iterations the structure learns from its experience. Examples of this 
behavior are shown on Figure 4. In some situations, performance decreased slightly when 
using a bigger case-base. Decreases are not significant; however, they can be related to the 
stochastic nature of the adaptation process. 
Figure 4 Improvement of performance for three control tasks 
Conclusions 
Although they converged faster than PGSL during pure optimization, GAs do not perform 
best when launched close to a good solution. Stable iterative performance observed in 
conjunction with tests on the three-module structure indicates that GAs perform better than 
PGSL during pure optimization. Seeding multiple good solutions into the initial population 
might increase performance during adaptation. 
The presence of multiple search algorithms for adaptation and optimization is justified, since 
techniques are task dependent and relative performance might change with other control 
objectives. 
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For case storage, priority should be given to cases that can easily be adapted and fit well into 
the space of solutions needed for anticipated tasks. The distance metric helped to retrieve 
good cases for adaptation, but did not retrieve the optimal case for adaptation in every case. 
This aspect requires further study. 
 
Although the case-base for the five-module structure contains many entries, retrieval time of 
cases is less than adaptation time. Clustering shows potential to speed up case-retrieval 
without affecting the system’s competence. The interesting aspect of clustering is that the 
same distance-metric that is used for retrieval can be applied. Performance decreases observed 
with k=100 can be explained with the time the clustering algorithm needs to find the closest 
centroid. Competence reduction is related to the size of the case-base (280 cases). Only a 
small number of cases are in each cluster. Virtual centroids might be seen as pivotal cases in 
the classification of (Smyth and Keane 1995). Clustering itself creates an additional 
administrative task for the case base: re-clustering when adding new cases may not be 
convenient due to the computation time that is necessary. 
 
Tests employing different case-base sizes showed that the system improves performance over 
time with growing case-bases. Therefore, the structure learns from its experience. Increases 
with the last two case-bases (IV and V) are not as important as in the beginning with case-
bases I-III. This indicates that the case-base size of 280 cases covers the space of possible 
solutions sufficiently for the range of load cases under study. Adding further cases will result 
in only small performance enhancements. Enhancements of the case-base regarding other 
load-cases including horizontal loads as well as other control-objectives are thus possible 
without excessive case-base size. 
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Tables 
 Nodes 
Load 
[N] 
6 12 16 26 32 37 39 41 48 
150 55.73 8.52 19.97 103.30 106.18 159.28 242.53 2.02 163.63 
200 74.43 11.73 26.62 137.08 141.48 212.63 323.28 2.82 218.38 
274 102.18 15.77 36.37 186.58 193.38 291.78 442.63 4.17 299.43 
300 112.03 17.32 39.82 203.73 211.58 319.53 484.53 4.72 327.98 
350 130.98 20.22 46.32 236.68 246.48 373.18 565.18 5.77 382.88 
391 146.48 22.72 51.77 263.53 275.13 417.23 631.00 6.67 427.93 
450 168.93 26.27 59.47 301.73 316.13 480.78 726.28 8.22 492.98 
508 191.18 29.82 67.07 338.88 356.33 543.38 819.73 9.72 556.93 
550 207.28 32.32 72.57 365.53 385.33 588.78 887.43 10.87 603.33 
625 236.08 36.92 82.27 412.73 436.88 670.08 1008.38 13.02 686.33 
650 245.78 38.52 85.62 428.23 454.08 697.23 1048.58 13.87 714.08 
700 265.18 41.57 92.07 459.28 488.38 751.53 1129.48 15.52 769.48 
742 277.05 44.27 97.52 485.03 517.03 797.38 1197.53 16.87 816.13 
800 303.63 47.77 104.97 520.38 596.53 860.68 1291.63 18.88 880.63 
859 325.98 51.52 112.62 412.68 596.55 928.23 1387.73 21.09 976.46 
900 341.73 54.17 117.87 580.48 624.23 970.28 1454.63 22.65 992.28 
976 370.83 59.07 127.67 625.53 675.53 1053.83 1579.03 25.76 1077.18 
1000 380.08 60.57 130.72 639.58 691.68 1080.23 1618.38 26.72 1104.13 
1050 399.33 63.72 137.07 668.83 725.18 1135.38 1700.58 28.83 1160.18 
1092 414.13 66.37 142.47 693.18 753.30 1192.93 1786.34 31.14 1286.68 
1209 461.24 73.97 157.37 760.18 831.13 1311.58 1963.60 36.01 1339.01 
Table 1 Single node loading patterns with initial costs; for node numbers see Figure 6 
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 Nodes 
Load 
[N] 
37 & 48 48 & 45 37 & 45 41 & 50 16 & 34 39 & 48 37 & 50 
98 211.13 13.72 97.13 103.27 87.57 265.43 0.58 
157 338.88 160.03 155.28 164.17 132.12 425.48 0.98 
215 464.93 218.68 212.33 223.17 180.72 583.03 1.53 
274 593.98 278.18 270.13 282.32 230.12 743.43 2.28 
300 650.43 304.33 295.53 308.17 251.28 814.28 2.53 
332 720.63 336.48 326.68 339.67 278.62 901.48 3.03 
391 850.18 395.58 383.93 397.07 327.72 1062.43 3.93 
449 978.23 455.33 440.03 452.67 375.92 1221.18 4.93 
507 1106.68 510.93 495.93 507.37 424.12 1380.08 5.93 
566 1237.88 569.13 552.43 562.32 472.92 1542.73 7.18 
624 1367.38 626.23 607.78 615.37 520.72 1703.33 8.48 
650 1425.53 651.63 632.38 638.92 524.27 1775.63 9.18 
700 1537.73 700.48 679.78 683.67 583.32 1915.08 10.43 
Table 2 Loading patterns on two nodes with initial costs; for node numbers see Figure 6 
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Control-
task 
Retrieved cases 
k=0 k=5 k=35 k=100 
Case Time 
[min:s] 
Case Time 
[min:s] 
Case Time 
[min:s] 
Case Time 
[min:s] 
391_48 350_48 02:18 350_48 00:44 350_48 00:14 450_48 00:12 
  450_48   450_48   450_48   215_37&48   
  215_37&48   215_37&48   215_37&48      
  508_32   508_32   508_32      
  157_37&48   157_37&48   550_32       
550_48 508_48 02:19 508_48 00:44 274_37&48 00:10 508_48 00:11 
  274_37&48   274_37&48   300_37&48      
  625_48   625_48   742_32      
  300_37&48   300_37&48   700_32      
  450_48   450_48   508_37       
625_26 650_26 02:18 650_26 00:49 650_26 00:09 650_26 00:11 
  700_26   700_26   550_26      
  550_26   550_26   508_26      
  742_26   742_26   450_26      
  508_26   508_26   391_26       
215_39&48 300_39 02:23 300_39 00:49 300_39 00:14 - 00:11 
  350_39   350_39   274_39      
  274_39   274_39   157_39&48      
  157_39&48   157_39&48   508_48      
  274_39&48   274_39&48   450_37       
274_39&48 300_39&48 02:23 300_39&48 00:50 300_39&48 00:09 300_39&48 00:13 
  391_39   391_39   391_39   391_39   
  332_39&48   332_39&48   332_39&48   450_39   
  215_39&48   215_39&48   450_39   350_39   
  450_39   450_39   350_39       
Table 3 Results for different values of k 
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Case base I II III IV V 
Number of cases 30 80 143 210 280 
Table 4 Test case bases 
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Figures 
 
 
Figure 1 The initial three-module structure  
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Figure 2 Non-linear behavior during strut adjustments, from Fest et al (2003) 
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Figure 3 Using a neural network to increase accuracy of the computational model.
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Figure 4 Five-module tensegrity structure without actuators on the struts 
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Figure 5 Active control components 
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Figure 6 Five-module structure with loaded nodes and controlled struts; A, B, and C are 
supports 
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Figure 7 Control objective 
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Figure 8 Schema for intelligent structural control of tensegrity systems 
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Figure 9 Best-so-far curve load case 2 
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Figure 10 Screen shot of the retrieval module 
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Figure 11 Comparison of pure optimization and PGSL with different starting interval 
limitations 
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Figure 12 Improvement of performance for three control tasks 
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